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Bowker's Law Books and Serials in Print
The chapters in this volume discuss the many facets of pluralism in a liberal
democracy, as well as the interplay between religion and politics. Religion is a
central theme in this book for two reasons. First, religions often claim to possess
truths about the nature of God and the proper path to lead in order to achieve
eternal life in heaven, or enlightenment or spiritual liberation. Unfortunately,
different religions offer different sets of truths on these issues, which create an
obvious competition and rivalry between religions. Historically, religious
differences have produced countless wars, violent clashes, human rights violations
and various forms of religious persecutions. Our record of coexisting peacefully in a
religiously pluralistic world has been abysmal at best. Some chapters in this book
discuss religious pluralism, the clash between science and religion and the role
religious reasons should play in a public dialogue about public policy and law. The
second reason why religion is a prominent theme is that, since religion is
constitutive of the identities of so many individuals, its influence on politics, for
better or for worse, is extremely significant. Many chapters explore the various
ways in which religion can affect politics: From the dangers of theocracy, to Jihadist
terrorism, to a Hindu approach to addressing terrorism, to a Unitarian Universalist
perspective on ethical eating and to the Christian virtue of forgiveness applied to
political dispute resolution. All in all, the chapters in this book represent a variety
of approaches to understanding the interrelated problems associated with religion
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and politics in a pluralistic world.

How Can I be Trusted?
Mercy is an important concept in the Christian moral tradition. It is one of the most
prominent divine attributes, and is embodied in Jesus Christ. This volume
investigates the concept of mercy from a Protestant point of view with respect to
its consequences for an increasingly non-Christian society. Starting from its biblical
origins, a group of international authors explicates the intrinsically messianic logic
of divine mercy for its potential in current theological ethics, practical ecclesiology,
systematic and public theology.

Moral Prejudices
"Forgiveness is an absolute necessity for continued human existence".--Archbishop
Desmond Tutu. Pioneers in the study of forgiveness, Robert Enright and Joanna
North have compiled a collection of 12 essays that explore forgiveness in
interpersonal relationships, family relationships, the individual and society
relationship, and international relations--through the eyes of professionals in many
fields as well as ordinary individuals.
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South African Journal of Philosophy
'A thorough examination of the nature and value of forgiveness.This book stays
close to its subject matter and moves within a tight focus. It is well written and
thoroughly researched.'

Research and Statistics Made Meaningful in Counseling and
Student Affairs
Can wrongs be righted? Can we make up for our misdeeds, or does the
impossibility of changing the past mean that we remain permanently guilty? While
atonement is traditionally considered a theological topic, Making Amends uses the
resources of secular moral philosophy to explore the possibility of correcting the
wrongs we do to one another. Philosophers generally approach the problem of past
wrongdoing from the point of view of either a judge or a victim. They assume that
wrongdoing can only be resolved through punishment or forgiveness. But this book
explores the responses that wrongdoers can and should make to their own
misdeeds, responses such as apology, repentance, reparations, and selfpunishment. Making Amends explores the possibility of atonement in a broad
spectrum of contexts--from cases of relatively minor wrongs in personal
relationships, to crimes, to the historical injustices of our political and religious
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communities. It argues that wrongdoers often have the ability to earn redemption
within the moral community. Making Amends defends a theory of atonement that
emphasizes the rebuilding of respect and trust among victims, communities and
wrongdoers. The ideal of reconciliation enables us to explain the value of
repentance without restricting our interest to the wrongdoer's character, to
account for the power of reparations without placing a dollar value on dignity, to
justify the suffering of guilt without falling into a simplistic endorsement of
retribution, and to insist on the moral responsibility of wrongdoing groups without
treating their members unfairly.

Punishment, Atonement and Merit in Modern Philosophy of
Religion
Vols. 1-23 (1888-1910) include "Jahresberichte über sämtliche Erscheinungen auf
dem Gebiete der Geschichte der Philosophie"; v. 24-41 include section "Die
neuesten Erscheinungen auf dem Gebiete der Geschichte der Philosophie" (varies
slightly)

Politics, Pluralism and Religion
The first comprehensive philosophical book on forgiveness in both its interpersonal
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Rethinking Christian Forgiveness
Discussions of trust usually center around the truster. But Nancy Potter turns the
question around on the trustee and asks, How Can I Be Trusted?

Before Forgiveness
How is the biblical text understood and how does it function in the life of the reader
today? Richard Briggs first provides an illuminating introduction to the nature and
claims of speech art theory. This seeks to extend our understanding of both spoken
and written means of communication by seeing them not as merely
representational or 'reality-depicting', but as acting or causing acts to be
performed through the words themselves. Briggs goes on to discuss to what extent
the application of speech act theory might be helpful in the interpretation of
biblical texts. In one of the first book-length explorations of this topic, he examines
in detail several biblical speech acts of particular theological significance, including
the confession of sin, forgiveness and teaching. Through exploring the specific
ways in which the reader is drawn into the performative action of the biblical text,
and how speech act theory forces the reader to look beyond language into the
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world which gives the language its ability to function, speech act theory is shown
to offer valuable insights within today's complex hermeneutical debate. 'A very
significant volume . . . ' Alan Torrance, Professor of Divinity, University of Andrews
'An excellent piece of work . . . which is thoroughly acquainted with speech act
theory and takes the debate forward in a variety of creative, exegetical and
theological ways.' Dr Craig Bartholomew, University of Gloucestershire

Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie
Making Amends
Handbook of Moral Behavior and Development: Theory
As the initial book in the Feminist Constructions series, Feminists Doing Ethics
broaches the ideas of critiquing social practice and developing an ethics of
universal justness. The essays collected within explore the intricacies and impact
of reasoned moral action, the virtues of character, and the empowering
responsibility that comes with morality. These and other essays were taken from
Feminist Ethics Revisited: An International Conference on Feminist Ethics held in
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October of 1999. Waugh and DesAutels bring to light in these pages work
discussed at this conference that extends our understanding of morality and
ourselves. Visit our website for sample chapters!

Mercy and Justice
Forgiveness and Mercy
Choice
Life's Worth
Is there such a thing as “Christian Forgiveness”? Christians speak as though there
is. But what would it be? How would it differ from forgiveness as a basic human
enactment? And if there is a distinctive Christian forgiveness, what might it have to
say to our world today? To answer these questions, the present work traverses
three distinctive intellectual landscapes—continental philosophy, Anglo-American
moral philosophy, and psychology—to establish a phenomenology of forgiving
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before turning to contemporary Christian literature. The multilayered dialogue that
ensues challenges the assumptions of contemporary approaches—secular and
Christian—and invites the reader to rethink the meaning of Christian forgiveness.

Crime and Forgiveness
Studies in Irreversibility
Arguments for forgiveness, mercy, and clemency abound. These arguments
flourish in organized religion, fiction, philosophy, and law as well as in everyday
conversations of daily life among parents and children, teachers and students, and
criminals and those who judge them. As common as these arguments are, we are
often left with an incomplete understanding of what we mean when we speak
about them. This volume examines the registers of individual psychology, religious
belief, social practice, and political power circulating in and around those who
forgive, grant mercy, or pose clemency power. The authors suggest that, in many
ways, necessary examinations of the questions of forgiveness and pardon and the
connection between mercy and justice are only just beginning.

Exploring Forgiveness
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The most prominent and troubling criticism of the South African TRC has been that
amnesty amounts to a sacrifice of individual justice. Whilst this criticism is taken
seriously, the focus of this book is on equity, mercy and forgiveness - three crucial
possibilities for making moral sense of the unique amnesty process within the
South African TRC. In building up this interpretation the author examines closely
some of his personal experiences as a former researcher within the TRC. His
search for words to articulate the deeper moral meanings of the amnesty part of
the TRC process is developed through a careful analysis of a range of accessible
examples from this process. By thus entering in a hermeneutic dialogue with the
"sacrifice of justice" criticism this book not only contributes to the unfinished
business of morally interpreting a particular TRC process, it also helps to clarify
constructive options for other nations struggling to deal with painful pasts.

The Proceedings of 1995 Annual Meeting, Research Committee
on Sociology of Law, International Sociological Association
The goal of this text is to help readers become statistically literate consumers of
research and to provide readers with introductory skills in conducting statistical
computation and research projects. This objective is accomplished by providing
students with the basic concepts of research methodology and statistics in a
student-friendly manner. The authors have attempted to present a balance of
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theory and practical application by guiding the reader through the development of
a research proposal, and by including sample quantitative and qualitative research
proposals.

Moral Development: Reaching out
The weakness of Brazil's black consciousness movement is commonly attributed to
the fragility of Afro-Brazilian ethnic identity. In a major account, John Burdick
challenges this view by revealing the many-layered reality of popular black
consciousness and identity in an arena that is usually overlooked: that of popular
Christianity.Blessed Anastacia describes how popular Christianity confronts
everyday racism and contributes to the formation of racial identity. The author
concludes that if organizers of the black consciousness movement were to
recognize the profound racial meaning inherent in this area of popular religiosity,
they might be more successful in bridging the gap with its poor and working-class
constituency.

Women, Crime, and Forgiveness in Early Modern Portugal
A formidable number of societies all over the world have sought to confront past
evil. This volume features a conversation about reconciliation whose common
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denominator is theology. Theologians, philosophers, and political scientists explore
the meaning of reconciliation for the politics of transition.

Forgiveness, Mercy, and Clemency
Finally, Dyck shows that the moral structure undergirding our system of law is
compatible with the views of Christianity, and he points to certain Christian beliefs
that provide comfort and hope to those who are suffering, dying, or experiencing
the death of loved ones."--BOOK JACKET.

Fundamentals of Sentencing Theory
Mercy is omnipresent in Catholic debates. Mercy calls to consider an individual's
needs and this conflicts with justice necessitating equal treatment for everyone.
This is most apparent in the Sacrament of Penance, and other forms of penitence,
forgiveness, and reconciliation where mercy both transcends and undermines
justice.

Feminists Doing Ethics
The public execution of criminals has been a common practice since ancient times.
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Adriano Prosperi identifies a crucial period when concepts of vengeance and justice
merged with Christian beliefs in repentance and forgiveness, to eventually give
political authorities a moral rationale for encoding the death penalty into law.

The Ethics of Interpersonal Forgiveness
Looking at the experiences of women in early modern Portugal in the context of
crime and forgiveness, this study demonstrates the extent to which judicial and
quasi-judicial records can be used to examine the implications of crime in women’s
lives, whether as victims or culprits. The foundational basis for this study is two
sets of manuscript sources that highlight two distinct yet connected experiences of
women as participants in the criminal process. One consists of a collection of
archival documents from the first half of the seventeenth century, a corpus called
'querelas,' in which formal accusations of criminal acts were registered. This is a
rich source of information not only about the types of crimes reported, but also the
process that plaintiffs had to follow to deal with their cases. The second primary
source consists of a sampling of documents known as the ‘perdão de parte.’ The
term refers to the victim’s pardon, unique to the Iberian Peninsula, which allowed
individuals implicated in serious conflicts to have a voice in the judicial process. By
looking at a sample of these pardons, found in notary collections from the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Abreu-Ferreira is able to show the extent to
which women exercised their agency in a legal process that was otherwise malePage 13/22
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Dialogue
This volume, covering entries from "Determinables and determinates" to "Fuzzy
logic," presents articles on Eastern and Western philosophies, medical and
scientific ethics, the Holocaust, terrorism, censorship, biographical entries, and
much more.

The Intrinsic Worth of Persons
In this book, David Konstan argues that the modern concept of interpersonal
forgiveness, in the full sense of the term, did not exist in ancient Greece and
Rome. Even more startlingly, it is not fully present in the Hebrew Bible, nor in the
New Testament or in the early Jewish and Christian commentaries on the Holy
Scriptures. It would still be centuries - many centuries - before the idea of
interpersonal forgiveness, with its accompanying ideas of apology, remorse, and a
change of heart on the part of the wrongdoer, would emerge. For all its vast
importance today in religion, law, politics and psychotherapy, interpersonal
forgiveness is a creation of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, when the
Christian concept of divine forgiveness was fully secularized. Forgiveness was
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God's province and it took a revolution in thought to bring it to earth and make it a
human trait.

The Enright Forgiveness Process Model
This book explores the philosophical arguments about the nature of forgiveness,
mercy and specific passions in the legal process.

Forgiveness
Annette Baier delivers an appeal for our fundamental moral notions to be governed
not by rules and codes but by trust: a moral prejudice. Along the way, she gives us
the best feminist philosophy there is. Baier's topics range from violence to love,
from cruelty to justice, and are linked by a preoccupation with vulnerability and
inequality of vulnerability, with trust and distrust of equals, with cooperation and
isolation. Throughout, she is concerned with the theme of women's roles. In this
provocative exploration of the implications of trusting to trust rather than
proscription, Baier interweaves anecdote and autobiography with readings of
Hume and Kant to produce an entertaining, challenging, and highly readable book.

Words in Action
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The Oxford Monographs On Criminal Law And Justice series aims to cover all
aspects of criminal law and procedure including criminal evidence. the scope of the
series is wide, encompassing both practical and theoretical works. Series Editor:
Professor Andrew Ashworth, Vinerian Professor of English Law, All Souls College,
Oxford. This volume is a thematic collection of essays on sentencing theory by
leading writers. The essays fall into three groups. Part I considers the underlying
justifications for the imposition of punishment by the State, and examines the
relationship between victims, offenders and the State. Part II addresses a number
of areas of sentencing policy that have given rise to particular difficulty, such as
the sentencing of drug offenders, the rationale for discounting sentences for
multiple offenders, the existence of special sentencing for young offenders, and
cases where the injury done to the victim is of a different magnitude from what
might have been expected. Part III raises various questions about the unequal
impact on offenders of different sentencing measures, and examines the extent to
which sentences should be adjusted to take account of these different impacts and
of broader social inequalities. This volume is dedicated to Professor Andrew von
Hirsch, whose continuing work on sentencing theory provided the stimulus for the
collection.

Equity, Mercy, Forgiveness
The premise of Studies in Irreversibility: Texts and Contexts is that there is a big
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difference between phenomena, practices, processes, and events that are
irreversible and those that are reversible, and moreover that this difference and its
manifold implications remain underappreciated so long as the analysis of culture
continues to anchor itself in an emphasis on the capacities of human agency. If
messianic modes posit a future to justify the present, and so interpret the influence
of the past, the papers in this collection are devoted to examining the present of
experience from the perspective of its uncompromising and irreducible past,
finding in irreversibility a key to an interpretation of futurity. Together, these
papers outline a method of examining experience as something moreâ "or at least
otherâ "than the desire to know it, and in so doing they shed light on the powerful
role of normativity in the narratives we construct in and about culture. Through
novel analyses from the disciplines of literature, art criticism, history, philosophy,
ethnic studies, and ethics, the contributors to this book address key questions
about the nature of irreversibility: What differentiates the experience of the
irreversible from the experience of the reversible? How is irreversibility
recognized? What happens when we acknowledge something to be irreversible?
How has society contended with irreversibility, and what sorts of tools exist today
to interpret its significance? Wary of impetuously fixing the meaning of a stillelusive concept, this volume collects papers that employ a wide array of
methodologies, mindful that no one critical approach may yet have proved itself.
Irreversibility is not simply a quality of the texts examined in this volume, nor is it
strictly speaking a lens through which otherwise coherent or stable texts are
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examined; rather, it emerges as a model that brings together texts and the
thinking of them. By together outlining a method of examining culture that moves
beyond reliance on tropes such as functionalism, teleology, and chance, tropes
that have dominated twentieth century cultural analysis, these papers help to
inaugurate a new paradigm in the study of culture.

Blessed Anastacia
Mercy
Forgiveness
The Politics of Past Evil
Contractarianism in some form has been at the center of recent debates in moral
and political philosophy. Jean Hampton was one of the most gifted philosophers
involved in these debates and provided both important criticisms of prominent
contractarian theories plus powerful defenses and applications of the core ideas of
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contractarianism. In these essays, she brought her distinctive approach, animated
by concern for the intrinsic worth of persons, to bear on topics such as guilt,
punishment, self-respect, family relations, and the maintenance and justification of
the state. Edited by Daniel Farnham, this collection is an essential contribution to
understanding the problems and prospectus of contractarianism in moral, legal and
political philosophy.

Forgiveness and Retribution
Forgiveness and Retribution: Responding to Wrongdoing argues that ultimately,
forgiveness is always the appropriate response to wrongdoing. In recent decades,
many philosophers have claimed that unless certain conditions are met, we should
resent those who have wronged us personally and that criminal offenders deserve
to be punished. Conversely, Margaret Holmgren posits that we should forgive those
who have ill-treated us, but only after working through a process of addressing the
wrong. Holmgren then reflects on the kinds of laws and social practices a properly
forgiving society would adopt.

A Feminist Ethic of Forgiveness
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Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Forgiveness as Related to Post-abortion Healing
The publication of this unique three-volume set represents the culmination of years
of work by a large number of scholars, researchers, and professionals in the field of
moral development. The literature on moral behavior and development has grown
to the point where it is no longer possible to capture the “state of the art” in a
single volume. This comprehensive multi-volume Handbook marks an important
transition because it provides evidence that the field has emerged as an area of
scholarly activity in its own right. Spanning many professional domains, there is a
striking variety of issues and topics surveyed: anthropology, biology, economics,
education, philosophy, psychology, psychiatry, sociology, social work, and more.
By bringing together work on diverse topics, the editors have fostered a mutuallybeneficial exchange not only between alternative approaches and perspectives,
but also between “applied” and “pure” research interests. The Theory volume
presents current and ongoing theoretical advances focusing on new developments
or substantive refinements and revisions to existing theoretical frameworks. The
Research volume summarizes and interprets the findings of specific, theory-driven,
research programs; reviews research in areas that have generated substantial
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empirical findings; describes recent developments in research
methodology/techniques; and reports research on new and emerging issues. The
Application volume describes a diverse array of intervention projects —
educational, clinical, organizational, and the like. Each chapter includes a summary
report of results and findings, conceptual developments, and emerging issues or
topics. Since the contributors to this publication are active theorists, researchers,
and practitioners, it may serve to define directions that will shape the emerging
literature in the field.
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